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Hot Metal® - Lift Interiors and Exteriors. 

       

Hot Metal colour Champagne, Silver, Fire Fly Red  -  pattern Reed    

Most commercial buildings today are designed with lifts or elevators.  They are important 

spaces of transport, playing a vital role in the overall function and performance of the 

building.  Lifts are compact environments frequented by a large number of people.  They offer 

a great opportunity to appear, welcoming, impressive, stylish and reassuring in their design.  

As a result, commercial lifts have today become very fashionable.  Now this trend is also seen 

in residential lifts which are the latest must have appliance for the modern home and a 

necessity in residential buildings.  With this in mind, it is no surprise that lifts are being 

designed to include trend products like Hot Metal laminate. 

Hot Metal laminate is a unique surface finish that provides the perfect solution to designing an 

exciting lift interior and exterior.  Consider using Hot Metal laminate for outstanding lift 

features such as feature wall and ceiling panels, skirting trims, signage and directory panels or 

notice boards. 

Using patent technology to combine the contemporary look of metal with trend colours and 

handcrafted patterns, Hot Metal creates a three dimensional, versatile surface finish that is 

sleek, stylish and unique.  It is rated fire safe by CSIRO and has a Certificate of Test in 

accordance with Australian Standard 1530 Part 3 – 1989.  It is highly durable, lightweight, 

flexible and easy to maintain.  Hot Metal is Australian designed and handmade.  It is 

environment friendly and recyclable and is favoured by today’s eco conscience architects and 

designers. 

2010 Hot Metal Trend Colours 

 

Champagne 

Chartreuse 

Gold 

 

More information in next month’s news. 

 

 

Hot Metal® …………..the coolest trend in laminate. 



Hot Metal
® 
is Australian designed and manufactured, using handcrafted techniques.  Hot Metal

® 
is Patent 

protected. 

For further information contact: 

Stew Pty Ltd -  Hot Metal® 

 

e: info@hotmetal.com.au     w: www.hotmetal.com.au      t: 02 9905 1371    

For information on metal art works visit: www.stewartrienecker.com    

If you do not wish to receive Hot Metal news please forward an email to unsubscribe. 

 
 

 


